Postural coordination modes and transition: dynamical explanations.
While research to date has been successful in quantifying postural behaviour, this paper examines the causes of transition between postural coordination mode using dynamical variables and, by inference, efficient control strategies underlying postural behaviour. To this end, six subjects in bipedal stance were instructed to maintain a constant distance between their head and a visual target that oscillated along the line of sight. Within sessions, participants were exposed to gradual changes in increasing target motion frequency. Kinematic results showed a sudden transition between in-phase and anti-phase postural coordination modes in visual target tracking. The dynamical analysis pointed out that (1) the center of pressure (CoP) position parameter is a crucial parameter in the determination of the adopted coordination mode, (2) the change occurred in response to limits bordered by the system: the interaction between equilibrium constraints (A/P displacements of CoP), physiological limits (net joint moments) support the emergence of different postural behaviours and, (3) finally, the anti-phase mode presents a better distribution of muscular moment between hip and ankle joints and is more effective to achieve high frequency oscillations with limited CoP displacements.